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The graphical abstract is an image that summarizes the main findings of the research. It 

adds a visual component to the start of a manuscript, helping readers quickly appreciate 

and understand the central message. The graphical abstract may be submitted at any 

stage but is only required with the final submission. The image should be 5.5 × 5.5 

inches in dimension, 650 × 500 pixels at 300 dpi, using Arial font with a size of 

12–16 points, accompanied by a brief description of the image in 20 words or less.

Additionally, the highlights of the research should be provided using 3 to 4 points 

within a total of 200 words.

Abstract

Modern aerodynamics is the dynamics of gas propulsion. It requires precise data,

material resources, manpower, and time. It is urgent to find a more suitable power 

source. Based on the gravitational effects of dark energy and dark matter, the cyclic 

process of cosmic physics black holes to odd black holes and dark energy black holes,

special fusion and fission phenomena are common in the universe, and theoretical 

studies such as Einstein’s general theory of relativity are no exception. Through the 

study of the source of cosmic elements, the formation environment of stellar elements,

the theory and method of modern physical artificial elements, as well as atomic bombs,

hydrogen bombs, and nuclear reactors to precipitate elemental products, we have 

designed a device which can synthesize physically stable elements and discover new 

chemical elements. A device capable of synthesizing physically stable elements and 

discovering new chemical elements is designed.
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universal gravitational waves, chemical elements, synchrotron radiation, hadrons,28

hydrogen, magnets29

1 Introduction30

1.1 Academic speculation related to gravitational waves31

1.1.1 Earth also has magnetism32

The magnetism of magnets is the most important mechanics in every scientific field33

we know. Until now, humans have not yet known how the repulsive force and the34

gravitational force and the magnetic force and the universal gravitational force inside35

the atom are formed. Only their macroscopic physical properties are known, but there36

are inextricable connections between them. For example, magnetic force can change37

electricity, and electricity can change magnetic force. The formation of universal38

gravitation is even more unknown. Some scientists have proposed that as long as you39

understand quantum gravity, you can know how various forces in nature are formed.40

The Earth also has a magnetic force. This article speculates that this has an important41

relationship with universal gravitation, and this force is a changed force, which is42

related to the extreme conditions of high-temperature and high-temperature nuclear43

fusion inside the earth. Because all planets in the universe have nuclear fusion,44

scientists know that gravitation is related to mass and distance, and the physical45

properties of magnetic force are also very similar.46

1.1.2 Gravity between objects is not only related to mass47

Scientists believe that the gravitational force between two objects on the surface of the48

earth is only related to mass, and this article believes that there are other possibilities.49

The magnitude of neutron stars in the universe is large enough. If they explode, they50

will crack into many fragments, some of which are very small. But if their mass is51

astonishing, will it cause the surrounding planets and stars to move in a circular motion52

and re-form for a galaxy, there is no such phenomenon in cosmological cognition.53

Only the internal fusion and other extreme physical planets in the universe will drive54

the circular motion of other planets. Dark energy black holes and physical black holes55
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are clear examples. Dark energy black holes finally form various galaxies, and the56

physical black hole is massive enough that it stops moving. Therefore, the formation of57

universal gravitation is not very important in relation to quality, but a force disguised58

in special conditions and the environment. Magnetic force is the most prominent and59

human-like force property of gravity. This paper intends to use magnetic force to do60

a quantum gravity experiment to verify the results. It is only for reference.61

1.1.3 High-energy particles have a lot to do with gravitation62

The study found that various rays in the universe, high-energy particles and gravitation63

are strongly connected. In 2017, for the third time, scientists detected gravitational64

wave signals from the merger of two cosmic black holes, which confirmed the existence65

of Einstein’s general theory of relativity. (2) When the cosmic star was first formed,66

a cloud of hydrogen gas formed various elements after nuclear fusion. When the67

fusion fuel hydrogen gas was burned, gravitation collapsed into a black hole, and the68

formation of black hole caused space-time distortion. (1) Since universal gravity can69

be changed by physical means Strength, this article will try to analyze the physical70

connection between gravity and all aspects.71

1.2 Academic speculation related to gravitational waves72

1.2.1 Earth also has magnetism73

The magnetism of magnets is the most important mechanics in every scientific field74

we know. Until now, humans have not yet known how the repulsive force and the75

gravitational force and the magnetic force and the universal gravitational force inside76

the atom are formed. Only their macroscopic physical properties are known, but there77

are inextricable connections between them. For example, magnetic force can change78

electricity, and electricity can change magnetic force. The formation of universal79

gravitation is even more unknown. Some scientists have proposed that as long as you80

understand quantum gravity, you can know how various forces in nature are formed.81

The Earth also has a magnetic force. This article speculates that this has an important82

relationship with universal gravitation, and this force is a changed force, which is83

related to the extreme conditions of high-temperature and high-temperature nuclear84
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fusion inside the earth. Because all planets in the universe have nuclear fusion,85

scientists know that gravitation is related to mass and distance, and the physical86

properties of magnetic force are also very similar.87

1.2.2 Gravity between objects is not only related to mass88

Scientists believe that the gravitational force between two objects on the surface of the89

earth is only related to mass, and this article believes that there are other possibilities.90

The magnitude of neutron stars in the universe is large enough. If they explode, they91

will crack into many fragments, some of which are very small. But if their mass is92

astonishing, will it cause the surrounding planets and stars to move in a circular motion93

and re-form for a galaxy, there is no such phenomenon in cosmological cognition.94

Only the internal fusion and other extreme physical planets in the universe will drive95

the circular motion of other planets. Dark energy black holes and physical black holes96

are clear examples. Dark energy black holes finally form various galaxies, and the97

physical black hole is massive enough that it stops moving. Therefore, the formation of98

universal gravitation is not very important in relation to quality, but a force disguised99

in special conditions and the environment. Magnetic force is the most prominent and100

human-like force property of gravity. This paper intends to use magnetic force to do101

a quantum gravity experiment to verify the results. It is only for reference.102

1.2.3 High-energy particles have a lot to do with gravitation103

The study found that various rays in the universe, high-energy particles and gravitation104

are strongly connected. In 2017, for the third time, scientists detected gravitational105

wave signals from the merger of two cosmic black holes, which confirmed the existence106

of Einstein’s general theory of relativity. (2) When the cosmic star was first formed,107

a cloud of hydrogen gas formed various elements after nuclear fusion. When the108

fusion fuel hydrogen gas was burned, gravitation collapsed into a black hole, and the109

formation of black hole caused space-time distortion. (1) Since universal gravity can110

be changed by physical means Strength, this article will try to analyze the physical111

connection between gravity and all aspects.112
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2 basic principles113

Analysis of two models of excited gravity114

There are two ways to excite gravity: method 1. Nucleosynthesis of heavy elements,115

heavy elements reaching a certain mass, may become similar small black holes,116

which have similar effects to the curvature bubbles recently discovered by American117

scientists. The gravitational field of these heavy elements would increase, slightly118

distorting spacetime, increasing the controlled dark energy, because gravity is closely119

related to dark energy. method 2, like Einstein’s general theory of relativity, space-120

time distortion within the space of the earth, the physical method to change the121

magnet or electric wire of atomic internal structure, as far as possible let magnet122

magnet magnetic field and the metal coil of the electric field force, expansion far123

field intensity range, to expand, expanding field line, if the field line string is the solar124

system, etc., Evolve into universal gravitation physical properties, chemical properties125

of the same force and field, the force of the same nature interact with each other, in the126

universe the magnitude of the gravitational force is greater than the earth’s gravity, in127

the balance Angle of the force, using this principle to create spacecraft, can fly freely128

in space. Magnetism and electricity, the nuclear force is the force that we think of,129

and the force that exists in the universe, so we experiment with it. Unified field theory130

studies from electromagnetic field, nuclear force and gravitational field. Unified field131

theory holds that when any object in the universe is at rest relative to us, the space132

around it has a velocity C of light. Radiative motion, and therefore a body has a133

special resting momentum m’c, when the body is moving with a velocity V relative134

to us, its momentum is m(C-v).135

Nuclear force, electromagnetic force and universal gravitation surface are the in-136

teraction forces between objects. Essentially, they are all caused by the changes of137

matter points in space relative to the motion state of our observer. They are all inertial138

forces and the rate of change of momentum P = m(c− v) with time t.139
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F =
dP

dt
= C

dm

dt
− V

dm

dt
+m

dC

dt
−m

dmV

dt
(C − V )

dm

dt
(1)

= C
dm

dt
− V

dm

dt
(2)

According to unified field theory, it is the force of mass changing with time, and140

it is the electromagnetic force. Cdm/ dt is the electric field force, Vdm/ dt is the141

magnetic field force, The inertial force in mdmV
dt

in Newton’s second theorem is also142

universal gravitation, and mdC
dt

is the nuclear force. Want to have a particle relative143

to the observer we rest, o space around an arbitrary point space geometry (in order144

to describe the movement of the space itself, we have divided our infinite space into145

many small pieces, each piece is called space geometric point, hereinafter referred to146

as geometric point) p C at light speed in zero time, this paper argues that the speed of147

light to the vector, the speed of light as a vector direction can change) starting from148

point o, along a certain direction, experienced a time t, in t ’moment will arrive at149

the location of the p, let xyzo point o in rectangular coordinate system origin, point150

to point p radius vector by point o R = C.151

t = xi+ yj + zk (3)

R is a function of the spatial position x, y and z, which varies with the change of x,152

y and z, denoted as:153

R = R(x, y, z, ). (4)

The gravitational field A around point o represents the displacement vector R = Ct154

of n geometric points in the volume 4πr3/3 around point o, We enclose the particle155

o as a Gaussian sphere s = 4πr2 (the volume of the inner sphere is 4πr3/3) with the156

radius R = Ct which r is the length R in the Ct.157

A = g(3kn/4π)R/r3 = gmR/r3 (5)
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k is the constant of proportionality. g is the gravitational constant. The mass m of158

the mass point o represents the ratio of the number n of the geometric point vector159

displacement R = Ct and the solid angle 4π within the Gaussian sphere s = 4πr2160

(the volume of the inscribed sphere is 4πr3/3).161

m = 3kn/4π (6)

Thus, the above gravitational field equation A = g(3kn/4π)R/r3 can be written162

as:163

A = gmR/r3 (7)

Newton’s law of universal gravitation states that the gravitational field a = gm/r2164

generated at the space p around the particle o (the radius of the vector from o to point165

p is R, the distance from point o to point p, that is, the number of vector R is r), Vector166

formula:167

A = gmR/r3 (8)

The above gravitational field equation and Newtonian mechanics gravitational field168

equation are consistent. In the mass equation introduced above m = 3kn/4π, the169

angle is a constant 4π. In fact, the angle can be a variable, varying between 0 and 4π.170

Both n and m can be variables, and the mass equation still holds.171

We introduce the concept of solid angleΩ and write the mass equationm = 3kn/4π

in a general form:

m = kn/Ω (9)

Correspondingly, there are more general gravitational field equations:172

A = gmR/r3 = gknR/Ωr3 (10)
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The corresponding Gaussian surface is173

s = Ωr2 (11)

In the unified field theory, the electric field E generated by a particle o with a174

mass of m at the surrounding space p is defined as the change of the mass m in the175

gravitational field with time t.176

That is177

E = gk′(dm/dt)R/r3 (12)

= qR/εo4πr3 (13)

g and k′ are constants, and εo is the vacuum dielectric constant.178

Humans have discovered that when charged particles move at a speed V relative to179

our observer, they can cause a change in the electric field in the vertical direction of180

V. The part of the electric field change can be regarded as a magnetic field, that is,181

the electric field that changes with the speed produces a magnetic field. Field theory182

inherits this view.183

Imagine a point o, which is stationary relative to our observer, with a mass of m184

and a charge of q. An electrostatic field E is generated in the surrounding space p.185

The radius of the vector from point o to point p is R, which is generated by point p186

The electric field E is:187

E = qR/4πεor3 = k′(dm/dt)R/4πεor3 (14)

K’ is a constant. When point o moves relative to us at a speed V, it can cause a188

change in the electric field E. The part of the change can be regarded as the magnetic189

field B. The simple idea is that the electric field E multiplied by the speed V is the190

magnetic field B. Because of the speed V and the electric field When E is perpendicular191

to each other, the generated magnetic field is the largest, so there is a cross product192

between them, so there is the following relationship,193
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B = constantmultipliedby(V × E) (15)

From the geometrical equation of the electric field E194

E = qR/4πεor3 = k(dm/dt)R/4πεor3 (16)

The geometric form equation of magnetic field B can be obtained,195

B = constantmultipliedby[V × (qR/4πε ◦ r3)] (17)

= constantmultipliedby[V × k′(dm/dt)R/4πε ◦ r3] (18)

Combining the constants, because we are discussing here in a vacuum, the above196

constant related to the magnetic field B uses the vacuum permeability ν. representation197

The above is the geometric form equation of the magnetic field in vacuum. This198

equation is closely related to the equation B = V × E/c2 that is satisfied by the199

relationship between the electric field and the magnetic field.200

B = νo[V × k′(dm/dt)R/4πr3] (19)

= νo[V × (qR/4πr3)] (20)

= νo[V × εo(qR/4πε ◦ r3)] (21)

= νoεo[V × (qR/4πε ◦ r3)] (22)

= νoεo(V × E) (23)

In electromagnetics, it is considered that the magnetic permeability in vacuum is201

ν. And the dielectric constant ε. The product of is the reciprocal of the square of the202

speed of light c in vacuum (this is artificially specified), so the above equation can be203

written as:204

B = V × E/c2 (24)

9
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The above equation reflects the basic relationship between electric field and mag-205

netic field. From this equation plus the space-time homogenization equation r2 =206

c2t2, it can be derived that Maxwell’s equations are variable magnetic fields to produce207

electric fields and variable electric fields to produce magnetic fields.208

Note that the above magnetic field and moving electric field do not consider the209

relativistic effect, but only hold when V is very small or equal to zero.210

The electric field E generated when the charge moves should be multiplied by the211

relativistic correction phase Ψ = (1 − v2/c2)/
√

[1− (v2/c2) sin3 θ]
3

, where θ is212

the geometric point displacement R and the x-axis Angle. The electric field equation213

multiplied by the relativity correction phaseΨ does not affect the relationship between214

the electric field and the magnetic field.215

In unified field theory, mass and gravitational field are defined in this way. The216

universal gravitational field, electric field, and nuclear force field exist when the217

particles are at rest.218

Gravity is proportional to acceleration and mass, and is the main force between219

objects with large mass and low velocity.220

The force of the electromagnetic field is proportional to the change of mass over221

time, and the change of mass depends on the speed, and has nothing to do with the222

acceleration and the size of the mass. Therefore, the electromagnetic field force is the223

main force between objects with small mass and high speed.224

The nuclear force is the force that changes the direction of the speed of light, and is225

related to the motion state of the particles being acted upon, so it is more complicated.226

Below we use the basic electromagnetic field relationship B = V × E/c2 com-227

bined with the gravitational field combined with the definition equation to derive the228

mathematical relationship between the changing magnetic field and the gravitational229

field.230

We still use the previous o point as the object of description. When o point is231

stationary relative to our observer, there is a geometric point p in the surrounding232

space, and o point generates an electrostatic field E’ at point p.233

When point o moves at speed Vx (for simplicity of description, we specify V along234

10
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the x axis) relative to our observer, a magnetic field B is also generated at point o at235

p, and:236

B = V × E/c2 (25)

We assume that the electric field E does not change with time t, and we obtain the237

partial derivative of the magnetic field B and velocity V with respect to time t in the238

above formula, and the result is:239

∂B

∂t
=

∂V

∂t
× E/c2 (26)

There are results:240

∂Bx

∂t
= 0 (27)

∂By

∂t
= −(∂Vx/∂t)Ez/c2 (28)

∂Bz

∂t
= (∂Vx/∂t)Ey/c2 (29)

According to the previous analysis, the gravitational field can be regarded as the241

acceleration of a geometric point ∂V/∂t. From the above equation, it can be seen that242

the changing magnetic field, electric field, and gravitational field are perpendicular to243

each other.244
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245

According to the description of the unified field theory, the Faraday electromagnetic246

induction principle is:247

The changing magnetic field produces an electric field and a gravitational field, and248

the changing magnetic field, gravitational field, and electric field are perpendicular to249

each other.250

However, the gravitational field generated by the changing magnetic field is a vortex251

field. Its curl is not zero, and its divergence is zero. Unlike the gravitational field252

generated by universal gravitation, which is distributed symmetrically around a point,253

the divergence is not zero, and the curl is zero. Therefore, the changing magnetic254

field cannot directly interact with the gravitational field. This is the reason why the255

world’s use of changing electromagnetic fields to produce antigravity experiments256

failed. Gravitational field, nuclear force field and electromagnetic field have many257

things in common. If you want them to unify the experiment, extreme physics and258

extreme environment will make them qualitatively change. The same is true for the259

beginning and evolution of the universe.260
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2.1 Simulation experiment of chemical elements precipitated by261

gravitational waves designed using the principle of black holes262

If a simulation experiment is designed based on the principle of black hole formation,263

the realization of space-time distortion in earth space excites gravitational waves. The264

gravitational wave acting force is greater than the earth’s gravity of 9.8 N / kg, and265

then escapes from the constraints of the earth and flies to other stars in the universe.266

How to get excited gravitational waves in experiments? It needs to be performed267

under extreme physical conditions and special physical environments. The experiment268

of simulating the physical changes of stellar nuclear fusion may distort space-time269

(the hydrogen bomb is fusion, but the explosion time is too short to be space-time270

twisted). The experimental goal is to physically change the internal structure of the271

magnet and the atom of the metal coil to make the magnetic field of the magnet as272

much as possible. With the electric field of the metal coil, the gravitational field273

becomes larger. When the gravitational force reaches a certain level, it can interact274

with the forces of other planets in the universe. The gravitational wave strength and275

the proportion of the force are balanced to determine the spacecraft’s flight direction.276

The nuclear fusion during the experiment radiates many rays: (including alpha rays,277

beta rays, gamma rays, infrared rays, ultraviolet rays, high-energy particles, etc.),278

and the products after nuclear fusion form a variety of chemical elements. (5) This279

confirms the experimental synthesis Elemental success rate is high.280

The origin of the chemical elements of the universe has not been stated so far.281

This article intends to design experiments based on the extreme physical conditions282

of the universe. The formation of chemical elements in the universe is the product283

of stellar fusion (6), (3), (4). At the same time, various rays, such as infrared,284

gamma rays, x-rays, and ultraviolet rays, play an important role in chemical reactions.285

These rays are the physics of atomic nuclei. Changes radiate, indicating that they286

are strongly connected to the atomic structure. The experiment used high-density287

hydrogen, deuterium or tritium to represent the initial formation of hydrogen clouds.288

Alpha rays, X rays, infrared rays, ultraviolet rays, beta rays, gamma rays, neutron flow,289

proton flow, radiation and high-energy particles representing nuclear fusion radiation;290

13
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an experiment is known that the radiation energy nuclear reaction equation, that is,291

a combination of neutrons and protons The deuteron emits 2.22 mega-electron volts292

of energy. This energy is radiated by gamma photons. In the opposite process,293

the tritium or deuterium nucleus is bombarded with gamma rays to be divided into294

neutrons and protons. Various types of radiation and counter-radiation provide energy295

for the synthetic elements. The energy includes dark energy (dark energy changes in296

the range where the value of space-time effect changes) and other different levels and297

different types of energy. In the experiment, there are neutron flow, proton flow, and298

β-ray (high-speed electron flow). Kind of ray, magnetic field (make the electron flow299

move farther around the circle), and quantum science knows that the main particles of300

atoms are neutrons, protons and electrons. As long as appropriate physical conditions301

are designed, artificial elements are not impossible. After the operation of our nuclear302

reactor, a large amount of waste is often generated. These wastes are not the original303

uranium, but various other radioactive materials. It can be seen that particles and rays304

collide with each other to form some chemical elements. The principle of simulation305

experiments, typical magnetically constrained nuclear fusion, but this process does not306

meet the actual nuclear fusion requirements. It is a subtype magnetically constrained307

nuclear fusion device, but it can also form a weak confinement space, free negative308

electrons (B Rays) and positive protons stay in a limited space. Because deuterium309

and tritium do not have nuclear fusion, but after passing in γ-rays, the deuterium and310

tritium react cyclically. This reaction is different from the quantum energy emitted by311

chemical reactions. This energy property is flexible quantum energy, which is closest312

to the nucleus Core energy level. Magnetically constrained nuclear fusion constrained313

space. X-rays, B-rays, neutron flow, proton flow and other particles collide with each314

other. The energy and pressure collapse and the compression density become larger.315

In the process, the rays provide the required conditions for the quark, and the energy is316

asymmetric. , So as to achieve the quark effect and the weak electric phase transition317

effect in the universe.318

14
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3 Analysis and discussion319

Hoyle scientists and others did not succeed in conducting nuclear fusion element320

experiments because they were too focused on nuclear binding energy to achieve the321

abundance of cosmic elements. In the process, they also lacked the supply of gluons322

required for the second-change reaction, which was unsuccessful and reached the323

element. The combined abundance is not necessarily thermal energy and negative324

temperature. There are various kinds of quantum energy. We cannot prevent the choice325

of special quantum ones to allow him to reach the cosmic abundance, such as r-ray326

energy and the deuterium-deuterium reaction energy mentioned above. The magnetic327

confinement nuclear fusion device is used to simulate the nuclear fusion environment328

and the gluons required for nuclear synthesis, so that its energy is infinitely asymmetric,329

so as to induce the gluons to combine into nucleons, thereby generating atoms. Have330

you noticed that the heavier the weight of the nucleus, whether it is an atom, or a planet,331

or a black hole, the greater the gravitational force and the gravitational force increase332

hundreds of times? We use this feature to excite Gravity, the more the gravitational333

force surpasses the earth’s first, second, and third speeds, it is possible to get rid of334

the constraints of the earth. Of course, some people think that I use both the binding335

energy and the abundance of the cosmic elements to make special quantum energy in336

the subtype magnetic confinement nuclear transformation device. Infinite asymmetry,337

the nucleus is separated into super-heavy proton nucleus or atom. These super-density338

nuclei have thousands, tens of thousands, hundreds of millions of protons, neutrons,339

and electrons combined into individual atoms, which are small black holes, infinitely340

variable in space and time. The larger, the more dark energy is controlled, the greater341

the gravity.342

This experiment studies from four aspects: cosmic abundance; active ground state343

energy saturation; and infinite asymmetry of energy required by various elements;344

sufficient gluons required in quarks, and pressure. Every necessary condition in345

the nucleosynthesis element is satisfied. The failure of modern man-made chemical346

element experiments is because the four major factors must be indispensable.Energy347

pressure makes these hadrons, quanta, energy collide, collapse, turbulence, chaos,348

15
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space makes all kinds of quanta need and supplement, and at the same time, it can349

timely supplement the basic particles and energy that disappeared in the lack of350

symmetry, so that the infinitely unsatisfied interface in the independent turbulence351

space can be saturated to a certain extent, which may cause space-time bending and352

gravitational field changes. This is the principle of designing this experiment.353

4 Simulated experimental equipment method for obtaining artificial354

chemical elements device355

This article intends to design an experimental device that excites gravitational waves356

and also an artificial chemical element device to verify.357

First, use a spherical object with a diameter of about 1 to 2 meters. The outer shell358

is made of metal and the inner layer is made of heat-insulating polymer material to359

prevent heat loss. A round ring magnet in the center of the circle has strong magnetism360

and weighs 4 kg. On the left and right, a lead rod is tightly set in the center of the361

magnet. As a material for reflecting rays, the lead rod is applied with a voltage of more362

than 0.5 volts. Five round coils are added to the outside of the magnet. The diameter363

of the coil is 8 cm, which can be larger. , The coil applies a voltage between 0.5 volts364

and 220 volts. The coil uses a mixture of dozens of metal elements, and if it can use a365

part of actinide and lanthanide elements, and it can be used for fission with neutrons,366

it is not necessary to prevent nuclear fission. Note that the coil can only be made of367

metal, and the reaction between metal elements is not easy. Install unusually strong368

ultraviolet, infrared, alpha rays, beta rays, gamma rays, and x-ray emitters on the369

equator of the sphere; install two sets of emitters for each type of ray, and install two370

sets of each on the top of the sphere The principle of sub-stream emitter, proton-stream371

emitter, neutron-stream emitter, is emitted by the plutonium element. The products372

produced by alpha particles bombarding the plutonium plate are neutron flow, and373

bombarding paraffin with neutron flow is proton flow emitter, alpha ray, beta ray,374

gamma ray emitter, lead box releases thorium element, lead box strengthens magnetic375

field electric field, electrode Above the lead box, the rays emitted from the box are376

its. The inside of the sphere must be vacuum. The interior is filled with high-density377
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hydrogen, a mixture of tritium and deuterium. Hydrogen is very important in this378

experiment because the star formation is a hydrogen cloud, and the universe the most379

widely existing gas, neutron flow, and γ-ray bombardment of hydrogen, this energy380

is the most important energy of synthetic elements, and is different from the energy381

of heat temperature. The whole process allows rays to collide with rays, rays collide382

with magnets and coils, neutrons and protons collide, and neutron and proton current383

experiment generators are carried out in a sphere, which generates a large number of384

leptons, media, etc. More favorable, leptons, mesons, etc. are all important for the385

formation of nuclei.386

Based on the energy of the forming element, as long as the intensity of the rays387

such as gamma rays, X rays, and infrared rays is changed in this experiment, the time388

required to form the elements within a certain proportion of the intensity of the rays389

is adjusted, and the heat generated by the coil current and the magnetic force of the390

magnet are appropriately adjusted. Intensity, or the formation of gravitational waves391

with different elements and different intensities, can be verified specifically after real392

experiments. In the experiment, be very careful to protect the loss of plutonium393

element, otherwise radioactive elements will leak; pay attention to changes in the394

sphere, excessive pressure, high temperature, or other physical changes.395

In this experiment, in the space of secondary magnetic confinement nuclear fusion,396

the ray energy, quantum energy and particles in a limited space gradually become more397

dense, the energy pressure becomes stronger, and various energies in a limited space.398

Particles and quantum are infinitely asymmetric and will collapse and evolve into399

elements when they reach a certain saturation degree. When chaos reaches a certain400

negative and positive interface, space and time will be distorted and the gravitational401

field will become larger, which is the evolution and formation of mimo from black402

hole.403

Artificial elements are usually heavy elements, heavy elements is easy to decay,404

and there are three kinds of decay with alpha has changed, beta decay, r decay,405

and the easier the more massive the cry of the heavy elements change, because of406

the heavy elements nuclide internal lack of a nuclear balance particles, by decay407
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radiation out, balance of particles is less, the more difficult it is to maintain the heavy408

elements physical properties, and has changed, The more massive the nuclear balance409

of particles, the more important, and the experiment is designed for heavy elements410

has become, with heavy elements will the ray radiation energy, the nuclear elements411

needs to supplement a particular situation and nuclear energy, nuclear synthesis of412

heavy elements cores saturated state, and the saturated state elements can increase413

to maintain a period of time to decay, regardless of the modern physics experiment,414

Changes or cosmic objects, usually saturated state, change another form of physical415

state, are against doing things very, this is the principle of saturation state of heavy416

elements have manifested that twisted time and space, with the same curvature bubble417

theory, the universe has distorted stars and black holes in space and time, no radiation,418

is no cry of change, but also the internal collapse, However, when heavy elements in419

saturated state are subjected to energy pressure, their cores will collapse, which makes420

them more unstable and easier to accept other nucleons, forming heavier elements.421

This is the principle of the formation of new elements.422

423

5 Conclusions424

Benefits of this experiment: Rays, neutron currents, and proton currents bombard425

magnets, the coils undergo micro-hour space distortion, the excitation magnetic field426

and electric field evolve into force fields with the same physical properties of universal427

gravitation, and use it to make spacecraft, or to change the space combustion dynamics,428

and Instead of the current rocket power, flying in cosmic space can greatly reduce the429

cost, time and distance of aerospace, and play a huge role in studying various secrets430

of the universe. In the experiment, similar to the environment and conditions of the431
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formation of various elements of the cosmic star, the formation of artificial elements432

is absolutely possible. And there are many man-made elements behind position 93433

of the periodic table of chemical elements. These elements are extremely unstable434

in physical properties and can easily become other elements. Most of these elements435

are obtained by particle accelerators bombarding other substances, that is, target-type436

physics or quark physics, which form elements in a short time. This article speculates437

that the target-type and quark physical man-made elements have insufficient energy438

or lack of the class of unimportant but indispensable basic constituent particles may439

also be less important constituent particles, such as neutrinos, leptons, mesons, etc.,440

whose element physical properties are unstable. Therefore, by designing the simulated441

nuclear fusion time under such extreme physical and special environmental conditions,442

after a long enough and intense collision simulation, or the synthesis of elements with443

stable physical properties and the discovery of new chemical elements, the technical444

complexity of the process of refining artificial elements, Difficult question.445

After the discovery of gravitational waves, the curvature of space-time and dark446

energy were determined, and the gravitational effect of dark matter was discovered.447

The curvature of space-time may be the control of dark energy and dark matter.448

The only way for mass is that time and space bending is related to extreme physical449

strength and mass. The method of combining the source of cosmic elements with450

modern physics methods was deeply studied, and the experimental method of space451

elements was designed. If the theory and experiment being proved successful, it452

will open up new channels and models for the development of aerospace engineering453

and space & chemistry research. This model will break the development of modern454

science and promote the development of astronomy, chemistry and physics. Great455

changes, the significance of science is inestimable.456

Due to my limited cultural level and the difficulty of the experiment, the experiment457

is still in the stage of reasoning and imagination. I invite relevant experts to criticize458

and correct it.459
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6 Data statement460

The data of this paper is limited and no new data is used. It just summarizes the old461

data published by previous scientists and creates a new type of experiment. The old462

data is cited in the references. The importance of the paper lies in its use of special463

experimental methods. Synthesizing chemical elements and stimulating gravity. This464

experimental method is an innovative type of experiment. It combines the four major465

requirements of artificial chemical elements in cosmic abundance, nucleosynthesis466

energy, quantum energy lack symmetry and gluon supplementation, and the energy467

capacity required by quarks is perfectly combined. Solved the four major problems468

of man-made elements, and at the same time, much more stable radioactive elements469

or new chemical elements are possible. At the same time, the experimental design470

is formed with cosmic chemical elements and is closely related to the theory and471

formation of gravity in galaxies. Therefore, this article boldly derives the gravitational472

device The two experiments are basically the same. One is to guide and innovate two473

new ideas and new research methods. In recent decades, there has been no new474

progress in gravity and chemical elements, and new achievements have reached a475

bottleneck. It is difficult to achieve any good results. If we want to learn more about476

the mysteries of the universe, we need to change another research method, so as to477

further develop aerospace science, simplify the study of single systems of complex478

systems, and modern chemical elements. I believe there will be no good development479

in the future. Modern chemistry can only experience the type of chemical reaction,480

so by changing the method, it is possible to discover the stable physical properties481

of new elements and radioactive elements. Evidence of the paper. In his references,482

this is just a preliminary study. Due to the difficulty, the laboratory cannot complete483

deeper experiments.484
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